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EVANDER, J. 
 
 Thaddeus Grant appeals his conviction and sentence for possession of a firearm 

by a convicted felon.  He pled no contest to the charge after the denial of his dispositive 

motion to suppress.  Because the trial court erroneously prevented Grant from 

introducing a recording of a 9-1-1 call into evidence, the contents of which purportedly 

provided the legal basis for his stop, we reverse.   
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 On the afternoon in question, Officers Hernandez and Payne of the Eatonville 

Police Department stopped and detained Grant after responding to an emergency 

dispatch regarding a black male armed with a handgun in the vicinity of 230 Johnson 

Street.  During the detention, the officers seized a firearm from Grant.   

 Grant filed a motion to suppress, alleging that the officers had illegally stopped 

and detained him.  Grant argues that the stop resulted from an anonymous tip and that 

the tip and the arresting officers’ follow-up observations were insufficient to establish a 

reasonable or founded suspicion of criminal activity on Grant’s part.   

 The State’s only witness at the motion to suppress hearing was Officer 

Hernandez.  On direct examination, Officer Hernandez testified that she and Officer 

Payne had received “an emergency tone out in reference to a black male armed with a 

handgun.”  According to Officer Hernandez, additional information received from 

dispatch indicated that the suspect had threatened an individual inside the residence at 

230 Johnson Street.  The suspect was described as a black male dressed all in black 

accompanied by a black female in a red shirt and blue denim shorts.  The suspect and 

the accompanying female were reported to have been last observed walking on 

Johnson Street towards Kennedy Boulevard. 

 The officers responded immediately and when they turned off Kennedy 

Boulevard onto Johnson Street, they observed two individuals fitting the aforesaid 

description.  Officer Hernandez further testified that she exited the vehicle and told the 

suspect, later identified as Grant, to “come over and talk to us.”  She further advised 

Grant to keep his hands where she could see them.  At that point, Grant turned and 

Officer Hernandez observed a “bulge” on Grant’s right side beneath his shirt “that 
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looked like what could possibly be a handle of a weapon.”  Both officers then drew their 

weapons and Grant proceeded to try to run away.  Officer Hernandez testified that 

Grant did not run very far and then “laid on the ground.”  Grant was handcuffed and a 

handgun was found “down on the bottom part of his [right] pant leg.”   

 On cross-examination, Officer Hernandez acknowledged that prior to instructing 

Grant to stop, she had not observed Grant engage in any illegal activity.  She further 

admitted that her written report made no mention of a “bulge” being observed beneath 

Grant’s shirt, nor of any attempt by Grant to run from the officers.  In fact, Officer 

Hernandez’ report stated that the “subject began to walk away and refused to obey 

commands.”   

 Upon the completion of cross-examination, defense counsel attempted to read 

the “CAD report” into the record in order to demonstrate “the nature of this anonymous 

call that was never corroborated and never confirmed.”  The trial judge questioned the 

report’s relevancy, appearing to believe that the nature of the emergency call/tip did not 

matter if a police officer was responding in good faith to a dispatch.  After an extended 

debate with the trial judge, defense counsel then called Grant’s girlfriend as a witness 

without ever obtaining an express ruling on his request to read the CAD report into 

evidence.  After the girlfriend’s testimony, defense counsel requested the trial court 

listen to a recording of the 9-1-1 call before it ruled on the motion to suppress.  Defense 

counsel proffered that the 9-1-1 recording would reflect that the caller merely gave a 

description of a black male with a gun and did not reference any threatening behavior.  

The trial court declined to listen to the 9-1-1 recording, stating: 
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It doesn’t matter what the 9-1-1 call said.  The officers 
were responding to a tone out from emergency dispatch, not 
to the 9-1-1 call.  So they have a good-faith basis— 
 
 . . . . 
 

The motion is denied.   
 

On appeal, Grant argues that the stop was based solely on an anonymous call, 

the contents of which failed to establish a reasonable suspicion of criminal activity.  In 

support, Grant cites to Florida v. J.L., 529 U.S. 266 (2000), where the United States 

Supreme Court held that an anonymous tip relating that a person is carrying a gun is, 

without more, insufficient to justify a police officer’s stop and frisk of that person.  In J.L., 

the officers who actually stopped and frisked the defendant were, as in the present 

case, responding to a dispatch.  They were not the individuals who received the 

anonymous phone call.  See also Baptiste v. State, 995 So. 2d 285 (Fla. 2008) (holding 

anonymous 9-1-1 call to police stating that black male wearing white t-shirt and blue-

jean shorts waved firearm in front of supermarket did not provide officers with necessary 

reasonable suspicion to initiate investigative stop of defendant, who matched 

description provided in anonymous call, where responding officers did not observe 

defendant engage in any unlawful acts, unusual conduct, or suspicious behavior).   

In response, the State argues that the totality of evidence established reasonable 

suspicion that Grant committed or was committing a crime.  The State points to Officer 

Hernandez’ testimony regarding:  (1) the detailed description of the suspect provided by 

dispatch, (2) the information provided by dispatch as to the occurrence of an aggravated 

assault with a firearm, and (3) the officers’ observation of a possible weapon beneath 

Grant’s shirt.  The State further contends that the 9-1-1 call was not “totally anonymous” 
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because the CAD report shows that the caller provided an address and the telephone 

number.  Notably, the State does not argue that the detention of Grant was valid based 

on a good faith reliance by the arresting officers on information received from dispatch.  

Instead, the State suggests that pursuant to the “tipsy coachman” doctrine, the trial 

court should be upheld because it reached the right result, albeit for the wrong reasons.  

Robertson v. State, 829 So. 2d 901, 906 (Fla. 2002) (“This longstanding principle of 

appellate law, sometimes referred to as the ‘tipsy coachman’ doctrine, allows an 

appellate court to affirm a trial court that ‘reaches the right result, but for the wrong 

reasons’ so long as ‘there is any basis which would support the judgment in the record.’” 

(citations omitted)).   

The trial court’s basis for upholding the validity of the stop—the officers’ 

purported good faith reliance on the information received from dispatch—was incorrect.  

The knowledge of the dispatcher must be imputed to the officers in the field.  United 

States v. Torres, 534 F.3d 207, 210 (3d Cir. 2008); see also J.L.; Baptiste.   

Additionally, the State’s “tipsy coachman” argument fails for several reasons.  

First, the trial court indicated that it would not give weight to Officer Hernandez’ 

statement regarding the “bulge” beneath Grant’s shirt.  Second, the State cannot rely on 

the CAD report regarding the nature and contents of the 9-1-1 call because the report 

was never admitted into evidence.  Third, the defense was denied the opportunity to 

challenge Officer Hernandez’ contention that the dispatch information involved a report 

of an aggravated assault with a firearm given the trial court’s refusal to listen to a 

recording of the 9-1-1 call.   
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On the other hand, we cannot accept Grant’s argument that the evidence 

established that the arresting officers lacked a reasonable or founded suspicion of 

criminal activity to justify his detention.  Indeed, because of the trial court’s erroneous 

conclusion that the CAD report and 9-1-1 recording were irrelevant, it is not even clear 

from the record that the information provided by dispatch to Officers Hernandez and 

Payne originated from a 9-1-1 call.  Accordingly, we conclude that the trial court’s denial 

of Grant’s motion to suppress must be reversed and remanded for a new evidentiary 

hearing.   

REVERSED and REMANDED.   

 
 
SAWAYA, J., concurs. 
ORFINGER, J., concurs, with opinion. 
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ORFINGER, J., concurring.                               CASE No.  5D13-1191 
 
 I concur in the majority opinion.  I write separately to point out that the recent 

United States Supreme Court decision in Navarette v. California, No. 12-9490, 2014 WL 

1577513 (U.S. Apr. 22, 2014), may have altered what we previously believed was well- 

settled law governing when law enforcement officers may stop someone based on an 

anonymous tip. 

In Navarette, an anonymous caller told emergency operators that a truck ran her 

off the roadway.  The tipster also described the make, model, color, license plate and 

location of the suspect truck.  The responding officers pulled the truck over after 

following it for five minutes, without observing any unusual driving or traffic infractions.  

The officers smelled marijuana as they approached the vehicle.  A search of the truck 

revealed 30 pounds of marijuana.  2014 WL 1577513 at *2.   

The California Court of Appeal concluded that the anonymous tip gave officers 

reasonable suspicion to conduct an investigatory stop for possible drunk driving.  On 

review, the United States Supreme Court affirmed, finding that under the totality of the 

circumstances, there were indicia of reliability sufficient to provide officers with 

reasonable suspicion that the driver of the suspect vehicle was impaired.  Id. at *7.  By 

reporting that she had been run off the road by a specific vehicle, the Court found the 

caller necessarily claimed eyewitness knowledge of the alleged dangerous driving, 

which significantly supported the tip’s reliability.  Additionally, the timeline of events 

suggested that the call was made almost immediately after the incident, and therefore, 

the caller had little time to concoct a story.  The caller’s use of the 911 emergency 

system provided another indicator of her veracity since she could be located and 
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possibly prosecuted if she made a false report through that system.  The Court 

determined that because the anonymous tip had these indicators of reliability, and 

created reasonable suspicion of the ongoing crime of drunk driving, the officer did not 

need to observe the alleged unlawful behavior or otherwise corroborate it.  Id. at *4-7. 

Writing for the four dissenting justices, Justice Scalia observed: 

The California Court of Appeal in this case relied on 
jurisprudence from the California Supreme Court (adopted 
as well by other courts) to the effect that “an anonymous and 
uncorroborated tip regarding a possibly intoxicated highway 
driver” provides without more the reasonable suspicion 
necessary to justify a stop.  People v. Wells, 38 Cal. 4th 
1078, 1082, 45 Cal. Rptr. 3d 8, 136 P.3d 810, 812 (2006).  
See also, e.g., United States v. Wheat, 278 F.3d 722, 729–
730 (C.A.8 2001); State v. Walshire, 634 N.W.2d 625, 626–
627, 630 (Iowa 2001).  Today's opinion does not explicitly 
adopt such a departure from our normal Fourth Amendment 
requirement that anonymous tips must be corroborated; it 
purports to adhere to our prior cases, such as Florida v. J. 
L., 529 U.S. 266, 120 S. Ct. 1375, 146 L. Ed. 2d 254 (2000), 
and Alabama v. White, 496 U.S. 325, 110 S. Ct. 2412, 110 
L. Ed. 2d 301 (1990).  Be not deceived. 
 

Law enforcement agencies follow closely our 
judgments on matters such as this, and they will identify at 
once our new rule:  So long as the caller identifies where the 
car is, anonymous claims of a single instance of possibly 
careless or reckless driving, called in to 911, will support a 
traffic stop.  This is not my concept, and I am sure would not 
be the Framers', of a people secure from unreasonable 
searches and seizures. I would reverse the judgment of the 
Court of Appeal of California. 

 
Id. at *8.  Is the anonymous tip in this case as reliable as the tip in Navarette?  Can 

Navarette be read harmoniously with J.L. as its majority suggests?  I cannot say, but I 

do know that the issue will bedevil the courts for a long time to come.  

 


